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ABSTRACT

Perimeter-defense operations, geohazard assessment, and en-
gineering characterization require the detection and localization
of subsurface anomalies. Seismic waves incident upon these dis-
continuities generate a scattered wavefield. We have developed
various surface-wave techniques, currently being fielded, that
have consistently delivered accurate and precise results across
a wide range of survey parameters and geographical locations.
We use the multichannel analysis of surface waves approach to
study the multimode Rayleigh wave, the backscatter analysis of
surface waves (BASW) method to detect anomalies, 3D visuali-
zation for efficient seismic interpretation, BASW correlation for
attribute analysis, and instantaneous-amplitude integration in
the complex BASW method. Discrete linear moveout functions
and f-k filter designs are optimized for BASW considering the

fundamental and higher mode dispersion trends of the Rayleigh
wave. Synthetic and field data were used to demonstrate multi-
mode BASW and mode separation, which accentuated individ-
ual scatter events, and ultimately increased confidence in points
of interest. Simple correlation algorithms between fundamental
and higher-mode BASW data offer attribute analysis that limits
the subjective interpretation of BASW images. Domain sorting
and Hilbert transforms allow for 3D visualization and rapid in-
terpretation of an anomaly’s wavefield phenomena within an
amplitude cube. Furthermore, instantaneous-amplitude analysis
can be incorporated into a more robust complex BASW method
that forgives velocity-estimation inaccuracies, while requiring
less rigorous preprocessing. Our investigations have suggested
that a multifaceted surface-wave analysis provides a valuable
tool for today’s geophysicists to fulfill anomaly-detection sur-
vey requirements.

INTRODUCTION

Subsurface anomalies encompass a wide spectrum of geophysi-
cal applications including karst dissolution phenomena (e.g.,
anthropogenic mining and drilling voids, geomorphological void
formation); stability assessment of dams, levees, and earth-retain-
ing structures; construction projects (e.g., foundation, structural
supports, earthquake hazard, etc.); and perimeter-defense opera-
tions (e.g., crossborder and drug tunneling). Dissolution cavities
are found across the globe and may form naturally or be acceler-
ated through human activity or inaction. Voids or weak-strength
zones are of concern for infrastructure stability and affect all
engineering problems. Tunneling activity is a historic and con-

tinually developing concern in the United States and abroad.
One thing is certain; there is an understood need for geo-
physical anomaly-detection research and development. Although
relevant to many subjects, this research focuses on tunnel
discovery.
Tunnel warfare has a long history that stretches centuries before

the more recent and well-known activities of both world wars. In
recent decades, border stability and related counterterrorism oper-
ations have become an integral part of the United States’ defense
strategy. In 2011, the war in Afghanistan shifted awareness to tun-
neling activity after a prison break saw nearly 500 inmates escape
the Sarposa Prison near Kandahar (Shah and Rubin, 2011). In the
United States, ongoing drug tunneling activity along the United
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States-Mexico border brings these issues to the front doors of mil-
lions of Americans (Dillon and Lovett, 2013; Santos, 2014). Devel-
oping methods to locate and deter tunneling is a social and
governmental concern.
Integrated geophysical investigations have been proposed to un-

earth these tunneling operations. Peterie and Miller (2015) expand
previous work with the development of oblique and mode-con-
verted diffraction-processing schemes to locate tunnels. Belfer et al.
(1998) use refraction tomography and diffraction stacks to delineate
scattering anomalies. Park et al. (1998) incorporate a frequency-
variant linear moveout correction (FV-LMO) and Fourier analysis
to detect a steam tunnel using diffracted, “backscattered” Rayleigh
waves with the theoretical development of the classic backscatter
analysis of surface waves (BASW) method. Further research by
Sloan et al. (2015) verifies that body-wave diffractions and back-
scattered surface waves are capable of discovering tunnels across
multiple field sites without prior knowledge of their location.
Similarly, geotechnical applications may address a related class

of problems with geohazard assessment. Cardarelli et al. (2010)
jointly compare electrical resistivity tomography with refraction
tomography results to locate a cavity in Rome, Italy. James and Fer-
reira (2013) discuss the complex nature of discerning anthropogenic
cavities with modeled signatures of ground penetrating radar, grav-
ity, and magnetic anomalies. Ivanov et al. (2013) image an anoma-
lous S-wave velocity VS signature using surface waves over an
abandoned salt-injection well field using trains as a seismic source.
Samyn et al. (2013) apply crosscorrelation, in a FV-LMO-like op-
eration, and coda-wave interferometry theory to map near-surface
anomalies as perturbations in VS, while concurrently developing an
inversion-free 2D VS map. Finally, Bergamo and Socco (2014) use
local energy decay to detect subvertical fault planes of a few tens of
meters.
Because surface waves attenuate more slowly than body waves,

and often produce stronger relative signatures with standard survey
techniques, they are ideal for anomaly detection. Surface-wave
methods (SWMs) (Socco et al., 2010), specifically, the multichan-
nel analysis of surface waves (MASW) survey technique (Miller
et al., 1999), invert dispersion curves to map VS as a function of
depth (Xia et al., 1999; Anderson et al., 2007; Watabe and Sassa,
2008; Bergamo et al., 2012). MASW VS sections may be analyzed
for low-velocity, low-shear strength anomalies, often in conjunction
with a high-velocity halo, which are indicative of voids (Davies,
1951). However, MASW’s 1D-VS inversion scheme is often criti-
cized for its poor lateral resolution. The inherent multichannel sam-
pling of MASW smears the velocity field across the recorded
spread. This results in an average path velocity at best (Boiero
and Socco, 2011). One research area focuses on resolving the lo-
cation of lateral discontinuities to better constrain 1D-VS models or
their pseudo-2D interpolation (Hayashi and Suzuki, 2004; Vignoli
and Cassiani, 2009). Others implement laterally constrained inver-
sion schemes to enhance 2D structural imaging (Socco et al., 2009).
The forward-propagating energy of a surface wave, moving away

from the source across the geophone spread from near to far offsets,
may encounter local heterogeneity that causes the wavefield to scat-
ter (Herman et al., 2000; Ernst et al., 2002; Strobbia et al., 2014;
Halliday et al., 2015). Our techniques seek to enhance, or image,
small-scale scattering phenomena that are inherently below other
methods’ resolution limits (i.e., refraction tomography, MASW,
etc.). We use the “classic BASW” approach to investigate void-like

discontinuities in the subsurface by enhancing scattered energy
propagating “back” toward the source (Park et al., 1998). Further-
more, we implement a novel processing routine using simple linear
correlation of multimode velocity-corrected BASW-image samples.
Fundamental and higher mode (HM) dispersion trends formulate
separate FV-LMOs that are shown to discretely locate a near-sur-
face, air-filled void in synthetic data. Station- and time-equivalent
trace samples are then linearly correlated across the multimode
BASW images. Taking this one step further, we separately correlate
the band-limited amplitude spectra, and their directional derivatives,
of the multimode BASW images. Our correlation treatment reduces
the ambiguity of BASW image signatures, particularly, in the pres-
ence of coherent noise, by integrating multimode corrections and
attribute analysis into a guided interpretation of the classic BASW
technique.
Correlation studies led to additional diversification and mode-

separation refinement of the BASW method. Hilbert transforms,
sorting, and 3D gridding routines are applied to rapidly infer var-
iations in seismic-wave propagation across a site within an instan-
taneous-amplitude cube. Bow-slice f-k muting and FV-LMOs
reveal that scattering may be a dynamic multimode phenomenon
that can be imaged discretely by enhancing mode-specific signa-
tures and muting others (Park et al., 2002). To finish, the new
complex BASW method incorporates instantaneous amplitude
into a more robust and simplistic anomaly imager with limited
sensitivity to velocity-correction accuracy and removal of f-k
filtering from preliminary processing routines. Although predi-
cated on imaging backscatters, our work also indicates that the
disruption of the forward-propagating surface wave and group-
velocity characteristics are an untapped resource when us-
ing BASW.
This research documents the evolution and recent developments

of the classic BASW method that seek to increase the viable detec-
tion of underground anomalies using surface waves. These tech-
niques have been field-tested at multiple sites across the globe
under ideal and horrible conditions. Whether involved in perim-
eter-defense operations or research experiments, our methods are
shown to accurately detect anomalies at depths ranging from 3
to 22 m, with cross-sectional areas in the order of 1 × 1 m, in
unconsolidated sediments. Mode separation and multimode BASW
imaging, multi-image linear correlation, complex BASW, and 3D
amplitude-cube visualization are seen as major contributions of this
study with each adapted from the classic BASW imaging technique
that was first described nearly two decades ago. Although each
method stands on its own as an independent anomaly discriminator,
a multimethod approach, including methods not documented here,
is followed to assure confident results. We propose a multifaceted
SWM investigation to localize subsurface discontinuities in future
anomaly detection applications (Figure 1).

METHODS

BASW

The classic BASW method involves several processing steps
(Park et al., 1998, 2002; Sloan et al., 2010, 2013, 2015); a visual
flow is used to help comprehension using synthetic data (Figure 2).
Multiple shots are routinely collected at each source station; data are
first sorted to discard records and traces that adversely affect signal-
to-noise ratios (S/Ns). Coherent energy is then enhanced by stack-
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ing common-source gathers to further increase S/N. As with all geo-
physical surveys, some level of signal degradation is unavoidable
with ambient and cultural noise. The use of surface waves and field-
acquisition quality assurance gives us a built-in advantage over dif-
fraction imaging, etc., that start with relatively weaker signals and
increased sensitivity to S/N. Figure 2a and 2b is included to relate
that backscatter signal is often visible on raw shot gathers as dis-
tortions in the forward-propagating wavefield and may offer a first-
line interpretation of anomalous changes across a site. The f-k fil-
tering then attempts to remove the forward-propagating surface
wave to enhance backscattered energy (Figure 2c). Some level
of signal distortion is expected with f-k processing. Here, we
are most concerned with loss at, and approaching, the apex of back-
scattered events because we ignore the entire forward-propagating
wavefield. This is an intrinsic limit of our processing technique;
later sections will discuss how we may implement bow-slice f-k
muting to reduce these effects and further enhance BASW imaging.
The velocity function(s), assembled from an MASW study, are

then applied to shot gathers through an FV-LMO that flattens the
forward-propagating wavetrain and places the locus of backscat-
tered energy along the station axis (Figure 2d). The FV-LMO op-
eration is given by the equation after Park et al. (2002):

PFV−LMOðx;ωÞ ¼ ϕ−ðx;ωÞPðx;ωÞ; (1)

where PFV−LMO is the phase-shifted 1D Fourier transform, Pðx;ωÞ
of the original time-series data pðx; tÞ, x is the distance from the
source, and ω is the angular frequency. The phase shift ϕ−ðx;ωÞ
is defined as

ϕ−ðx;ωÞ ¼ e−ixω∕Cω ; (2)

where ϕ− implies this as a negative shift to remove intrinsic positive
moveout with offset, i is the imaginary unit, and Cω is the phase
velocity for frequency ω as defined by the picked dispersion curve.

The phase shift ϕ− is the mechanism that links the BASW velocity
correction to the dispersion-curve interpretation of the dispersion
image. An inverse 1D Fourier transform of PFV−LMOðx;ωÞ results
in a velocity-corrected (phase shifted) shot gather (PFV−LMOðx; tÞ).
The time axis now represents a frequency-dependent transform of
the original data. We note that this imaging technique explicitly as-
sumes a linear projection of the scattered surface waves across
offset.
Finally, the moved-out gathers are sorted into a common-receiver

stack that is referred to as the BASW image. The slope of the back-

Figure 1. A multimethod assessment increases the odds of finding
anomalies through redundancy. The flow chart expresses how
MASW is first used to define dispersion curves, which define
f-k filters and FV-LMOs that allow for mode separation and en-
hancement of mode-specific backscatter phenomena. Classic
BASW and multimode BASW images may then be used to formu-
late BASW correlation diagrams. Amplitude-cube visualization and
complex BASW take advantage of instantaneous amplitude to im-
age anomalies from a different standpoint.

Figure 2. Sequence of processing steps for the BASW method:
(a) gather with an undisturbed seismic wavefield generated from
a homogeneous layered model, (b) gather with a backscattered sig-
nature generated after adding a rectangular void to the model,
(c) panel (b) with a f-k pie-slice mute applied, and (d) panel (c) with
a FV-LMO applied. The final step is to perform a common-receiver
stack to the FV-LMO data. All images use gains to boost the am-
plitudes of the various signatures.

SWM for anomaly detection EN31
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scattered signature is now opposite that of the original data set. This
trend is dependent on the acquisition and display scheme of each
survey. Although obvious from the method explanation, the BASW
method diverges from diffraction imaging and scattering techniques
that seek a total collapse of the scattered wavefield to a localized
position.
When velocity varies with depth, surface-wave dispersion results

as different frequency components travel within stratified velocity
horizons of the subsurface. We use the MASW survey approach and
the high-resolution linear Radon transform to analyze Rayleigh-
wave dispersion (Luo et al., 2008). As briefly noted in the “Intro-
duction” section, dispersion images are primarily a product of ver-
tical heterogeneity; however, wavefield sampling, transform effects,
lateral heterogeneity, and topography can affect dispersion interpre-
tation (Ivanov et al., 2008; Schwenk et al., 2012a). Care must be
taken to assess how geometric sampling affects dispersion imaging
to assure accuracy of the velocity function(s) across a site. Given
those considerations that should accompany any MASW survey, the
notion of improper mode identification is less significant as we cor-
rect for relatively strong-amplitude trends that represent the average
characteristics of a site regardless of mode number.
When velocity structure fluctuates across a site, small perturba-

tions in the velocity field will stack coherently. However, large
changes in VS (> 15%) dictate a change in the correction-velocity
function and piecemeal division of the survey line. If multiple
velocity corrections are used, the individual results should overlap
to aid interpretation across any transition zones. In the presence of
complex lateral heterogeneity, each shot gather can be corrected
for its own dispersion curve and division of the line becomes
unnecessary. Using many 1D velocity corrections may warrant a
smoothing regularization of the velocity functions to limit data jitter
and interpretation deviations, while enhancing coherency across
common-receiver stacks. This is particularly important if automatic
max-amplitude picking routines are used during the MASW inves-
tigation instead of a smoothly varying curvilinear dispersion inter-
pretation.
Classic BASW focused exclusively on fundamental-mode en-

ergy, or followed the apparent curve (Tokimatsu et al., 1992), skip-
ping from one mode to the next without regard for mode separation.
The application of multimode velocity corrections necessitates
mode separation, if not mode identification. With multimode
BASW processing, fundamental and HM dispersion curves produce
separate FV-LMOs that discreetly flatten the forward-propagating
surface-wave modes.

BASW correlation

Expanding this standard procedure, we correlate fundamental
and HM-BASW images to objectify their interpretation. We use
the Pearson product-moment correlation algorithm to assess the lin-
ear correlation r between both images on a sample-by-sample basis
(Pearson, 1895; Dubrule, 2003). That is, we correlate station- and
time-consistent amplitude samples across a set number of traces m,
a “bin,” through the equation

rl ¼
P

m
j¼1

P
n
k¼1

�
xjk−x̄
σx

��
yjk−ȳ
σy

�

ðmnÞ − 1
; (3)

where xjk and yjk are the kth samples of the jth trace of the respec-
tive BASW images, with n samples in each trace, x̄ and ȳ are the bin
means, and σx and σy are the bin standard deviations. The defined
correlation coefficient, givenm and n, is calculated across the entire
BASW-image space for each midpoint l. The square of the corre-
lation coefficients r2l , collectively r

2 hereafter, are then graphed as a
function of the midpoint station of each bin. This coefficient of de-
termination r2 quantifies the strength of the linear relationship
between the data. Increasing the bin size, an expansion of the pop-
ulation size, acts as a quasi-smoothing operation moving away from
a local correlation to a relatively more global one. We expect a
strong correlation near the axis crossing of the anomaly that de-
clines with offset as the differences between the individual BASW
images increase. The selection of bin size is entirely subjective; its
purpose is to remove the erratic fluctuations in r2 that may be found
with single trace or progressive bin-width analysis.
We are interested in correlating similar waveforms of the two

BASW images. Because we are specifically searching for highly
correlated phenomena, data that have an indirect relationship
(e.g., xjk ≪ yjk) or negligible signal (e.g., xjk ≈ yjk ≈ 0) hold no
meaningful relation, yet they may drive correlation values at each
midpoint calculation. Each bin population set (A ¼ ðx; yÞ) may be
constrained by a minimum-amplitude threshold defined as

B ⊂ A;B ¼ fðx; yÞj x < −z or x > z ∧ y < −z or y > zg;
(4)

where B is a subset of A and z is the threshold value. Eliminating
negligible and indirect values accordingly, artificially forces corre-
lation between relatively high-amplitude samples of the data set.
This is one regularization scheme of many; review of the crossplots
(x versus y) is necessary to curtail outlier influence and correct them
appropriately (see Dubrule [2003] for a review of these concepts).
As a note of caution, regularization must not skew the intrinsic dis-
tribution of the data and contaminate the results.
Correlation of the seismic wavelets evaluates a fundamentally

time-variant event (wavelet) with a time-invariant calculation
(sample). Attempting to curtail this dichotomy, frequency-domain
transforms seek to make a more cohesive comparison of the back-
scattered energy. Each trace of the BASW image (gðtÞ) is mapped to
the frequency domain (GðfÞ) via the 1D discrete Fourier transform,
and the amplitude spectra (AðfÞ) is extracted as

AðfÞ ¼ jGðfÞj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
fRe½GðfÞ�g2 þ fIm½GðfÞ�g2

q
: (5)

Before correlation, the spectra are band-pass filtered to include only
those frequencies that are excited by both Rayleigh-wave modes
(i.e., the overlapping frequency content of the multimode veloc-
ity-correction dispersion curves). The resulting spectra are corre-
lated to infer the frequency dependence associated with the
signature of an anomaly.
In addition, the amplitude spectra are filtered with a directional-

derivative operator across the station axis Dx to better ascertain lat-
eral transition zones. Considering the case of a single-row grid file
with nodes (ZðxÞ) and a node spacing (Δs), the directional deriva-
tive is given by the equation after Schwartz (1974):

DxZðxÞ ¼ lim
▵x→0

ΔZ
Δx

¼ dZ
dx

; (6)
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which can be approximated across the node (Zx) by

dZ
dx

≈
Zxþ1 − Zx−1

2Δs
: (7)

The correlation of these amplitude-spectra derivatives is the final
attribute analysis incorporated into the classic BASW routine.

Amplitude cube and complex BASW

The next method is a mixture of transformations, sorting proce-
dures, and 3D gridding. This research developed during standard
quality-assurance investigations of the processing steps of the clas-
sic BASW technique. We found that inferring lateral variation in
seismic sections was improved when scanning through common-
offset and common-receiver sorted gathers. As an additional refine-
ment, we use the Hilbert transform (Taner et al., 1979) to calculate
the trace envelope of common-source stacks with no f-k filtering or
FV-LMO. The instantaneous-amplitude data are then sorted and
gridded into a 3D lattice (i.e., common offset versus common
receiver versus time). The lattice-display format allows lateral dis-
continuities to be more easily localized by scrolling through the
various slice planes. We refer to this 3D visualization as the ampli-
tude cube.
The correlation analysis and amplitude-cube findings led to a

more extensive investigation into separating the Rayleigh wave into
mode-specific units. Processing attempted to isolate fundamental
and HM wavefields through surgical f-k muting of the forward-
propagating surface waves using bow-slice f-k filtering techniques.
This treatment also minimizes the destructive effects of broader pie-
slice f-k mutes (e.g., ringing, spectral smearing, and coherent-sig-
nal loss). After filtering, multimode FV-LMOs, and their BASW
images, convey the dispersive nature of scatters as each velocity
correction separately images the void with a discrete signature.
Squiggle traces overlay instantaneous-amplitude plots to emphasize
dynamic changes in trace bandwidth and amplitude.
Finally, we incorporate the instantaneous-amplitude attribute into

a complex BASW processing scheme in a continuation of the am-
plitude-cube investigations. The complex-trace envelope is com-
puted from raw, unfiltered data traces. Here, no f-k filtering is
applied, and we use a constant-velocity LMO that is initially the
average VS to the depth of a suspected anomaly or, more commonly,
a range of velocities that are characteristic of the site. In the absence
of other geophysical methods to constrain the velocity model of a
site, a band-limited average of the fundamental or HM dispersion
properties of a site may be sufficient for preliminary investigations.
While still referring to a single velocity LMO, subsequent sections
may use the term HM velocity correction, etc., with the complex
BASWmethod. This gives the reader a relative sense of the velocity
correction in comparison with the other methods. A common-
receiver stack completes the routine.

SYNTHETIC DATA RESULTS

We first look at synthetic seismic data to introduce the multimo-
dal BASW concept with the clarity only available through interpret-
ing synthetic signatures. Schwenk et al. (2012b) develop a velocity
model representative of a test site located near Yuma, Arizona (Fig-
ure 3); we use that model to demonstrate multimode FV-LMO un-
certainty effects, associated fluctuations in the correlation diagram

given that uncertainty, and geometric sampling effects on BASW
imaging. A finite-difference elastic-wave algorithm after Zeng et al.
(2011), generated synthetic seismograms using a 35 Hz center-
frequency, first-order, Gaussian-derivative source wavelet. A 336
station fixed spread with a 1.2 m geophone spacing was modeled
with a 2.4 m source interval. The 1.2 × 1.5 m air-filled void is 9.1 m
deep, and the left corner of the void is at station 1170. Subsets of
these data with a 36.6 m source offset (SO) and a rolling 24-phone
spread were processed to mimic similarly acquired field data pre-
sented later.
Standard pie-slice f-k muting is followed by applying separate

fundamental and HM FV-LMOs; review of the BASW images
verify both dispersion corrections, properly place the backscattered
locus at station 1170 (Figure 4). In comparison with the fundamen-
tal (Figure 4a), the HM FV-LMO (Figure 4b) shifts the tails of the
signature to higher stations. However, both BASW images display
ringing that extends above and below the high-amplitude core of the
linear trend and makes interpretation difficult. This radiation pattern
will become muddled as S/N fluctuations and attenuation degrade
the scattered signal in field settings. Furthermore, natural hetero-
geneities will superimpose and mask void signatures in real-world
settings. The relative difference in frequency content is clearly dis-
cerned through visual inspection of the multimode BASW images.
Following surface-wave theory, this makes sense as HMs are gen-
erally excited along higher frequency bands relative to the funda-
mental mode.
Assessing the effect of uncertainty in the velocity-correction

function, we also correct for a �15% end-member shift in the
dispersion curve (i.e., the error bars in Figure 4h). Some oscillation
above and below the central trend is expected during a dispersion
picking routine. Erratic velocity variation across small frequency
steps violate theoretical principles and should never be included
in standard SWM inversion, but are too often interpreted as real
rather than erroneous imaging artifacts. End-member corrections
that still honor the global curvilinear trend are, although extreme,
reasonable deviations to the reference curve. The overall effect of
such uncertainty on the BASW images is to radially pivot, or phase
shift, the signature wavefield about the station-axis locus to earlier
or later time. An undercorrection (þ15% Cω) will result in a smaller
phase shift, effectively moving the signature to later time and the
locus, in this example, to higher stations (Figure 4c and 4d). An
overcorrection (−15% Cω) will do the opposite, shifting the locus
to lower stations and the signature up in time (Figure 4e and 4f).
This emphasizes the apparent subjectivity of BASW image interpre-
tation when using FV-LMO that deviate from the true veloc-
ity model.
Scattered surface-wave events are a multimode response that in-

corporates the constructive and destructive interference of mode-

Figure 3. The VS model for the Yuma site, with exaggerated tunnel
not to scale (black rectangle).
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specific phenomena prior to, and after, encountering a subsurface
anomaly. Correlation analysis takes this multiplicity into consider-
ation by quantitatively measuring the linearity between the multi-
mode BASW images on a sample-by-sample basis. A nine-trace-bin
correlation of the synthetic data results in a peak value within one
station of the void at station 1171, toward the right edge of the tun-
nel, versus the incident face at station 1170 (Figure 4g). Applying
correlation analysis to the bulk-shifted velocity corrections (i.e.,
�15% Cω) results in a change of the overall character of the cor-
relation trends, ultimately deviating the peaks by up to three stations
from the reference case (1172 at þ15% Cω and 1174 at −15% Cω).
The HM deviation to higher stations and the ringy nature of both
signatures led to a secondary correlation lobe at higher stations.
When necessary, and based on site characteristics, an arbitrary r2

background-level threshold is set to limit initial points of inter-
est (POIs).
Finally, we assess the geometric sampling effects of various ac-

quisition setups on the BASW images. By varying SO and spread
length, we may assess how differential sampling of the surface
wavefield affects the final results of BASW imaging. Figure 5 sets

up a grid of acquisition parameters that include 2.4, 28.8, and
57.6 m SOs in conjunction with streamer lengths of 24, 48, and
72 geophones. For the 24-geophone spread, a relatively large SO
results in a smearing of the signature across the station axis to,
in this case, lower stations. This is an effect we attribute to a boost
of the HM component of the signature that is overcorrected by the
fundamental-mode velocity correction and differentially amplified
at far offsets (Figure 5d and 5g). This effect is largely negated by
longer spread lengths and their associated increase in fold, which
amplify the S/N of the core fundamental signature (Figure 5f and
5i). The numerical modeling ignores attenuation, leading to rela-
tively stronger signatures in relation to real-world data. Attenuation
would likely reduce the S/N gains and insensitivity to SO found
with longer spread-length acquisition schemes, particularly at far-
ther offsets from the anomaly.

FIELD DATA RESULTS

The authors have acquired and/or processed data from multiple
sites along the United States-Mexico border, at test facilities across

the globe, and multiple sites in Afghanistan. The
following section gives several field examples of
the SWMs discussed previously. Most data sets
were collected with a land-streamer array, with
24 pods of 4.5 Hz vertical geophones every
1.2 m (4 ft). The source is an accelerated weight
drop, which transfers more consistent, high-en-
ergy, broadband impacts with dramatically re-
duced manpower in comparison to the time-
honored sledgehammer. Military and law-
enforcement operations, among others, benefit
from the small footprint, speedy acquisition,
and limited personnel requirement of the land-
streamer system. Comparisons between fixed
spreads and land-streamer data confirm insignifi-
cant differences between the qualities of the mea-
sured signals (van der Veen et al., 2001). To
restrict artifacts caused by low-fold at the end
of each line, figures are cropped up to one
streamer length from the first and last receiver
station; beyond that, the full acquisition line is
displayed for each figure.

Correlation analysis

Field data were collected perpendicularly over
a man-made tunnel test site near Yuma, Arizona.
A vertical shaft and horizontal digging ensured
the natural state of the overburden was not
disturbed. The tunneling process was similar
to that found with clandestine examples along
the United States-Mexico border and elsewhere.
Two land-streamer lines are presented, running
parallel to each other and separated by 10 m lat-
erally. With a unique SO, both surveys were re-
corded using two-station source rolls in standard
off-end acquisition. The site is at the edge of an
alluvial basin, with variable sand, clay, and silt
content, negligible soil moisture and grade.

Figure 4. BASW images for the (a, c, e) fundamental and higher mode (b, d, f) FV-
LMOs and (g) their correlation results for the Yumamodel data. (h) Uncertainty in velocity
is expressed as a�15% change (i.e., the extent of error bars) in the reference fundamental
(black line) and higher mode (gray line) curves. These and all future BASW images have
been smoothed with a difference of Gaussian filter for display purposes. The tunnel is
located at station 1170 (bull’s eye). Incorrect correction velocities skew the axis crossing
and character of the BASW images leading to lower relative correlation peaks at 1172
(þ15% Cω) and 1174 (−15% Cω) versus the reference model peak at 1171.
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In an area with low cultural and ambient noise levels, the first
survey was collected with a 36.6 m SO. Even with minimal noise,
the BASW image exhibits numerous backscatter signatures not re-
lated to the tunnel (Figure 6a). These are thought to be products of
geologic anomalies, such as stratigraphic lenses, pinchouts, and
larger clasts. The convoluted nature of the image is typical of data
sets acquired by the authors across the United States and abroad.
Correlation analysis (Figure 6b) allows a guided interpretation that
offers four initial POIs. These points align well with strong-ampli-
tude linear trends of the BASW image, including the tunnel signa-
ture at station 1058 (Figure 6c). We may speculate that nearby wells
contribute scattered energy, although at approximately 10 m away,
we hesitate to assign a direct interpretation to these features.
At this stage, other methods would be required to further reduce

the POI. Collecting two parallel or overlapping survey lines would
constrain the interpretation of the BASW images with or without the
use of correlation analysis. Because we are sampling the local struc-
ture from one direction, with a singular source-roll movement, we
may not adequately characterize the directionality of surface-wave
propagation. Later examples will relate the advantages of combin-
ing forward- and reverse-acquisition schemes into one BASW rou-
tine. To better assess constructive and destructive interference and
reduce initial POI, we suggest analyzing dual-incidence data sets
individually, before combining them, for greatest comprehension.
To confirm repeatability, another line was collected at the Yuma

test site with several months passing between surveys. This survey
was acquired with a shorter SO of 29.3 m. The processing was fur-
ther refined by amplitude thresholding; only relatively strong-am-
plitude nodes of the multimodal BASW images are correlated
(Figure 7a). Here again, the method properly located the tunnel
at station 1020. The results suggest the method is repeatable across
temporal variations in site condition and mechanical drift, while
also being insensitive to changes in acquisition parameterization
(i.e., SO changed from Figure 6). By evaluating Figures 6b and

Figure 5 . Geometric sampling effects on BASW images are analyzed by varying spread length and SO within a roll-along acquisition pattern
using a fundamental FV-LMO. The various subsets include (a, d, g) 24 geophones, (b, e, h) 48 geophones, and (c, f, i) 72 geophones; (a-c)
2.4 m SO, (d-f) 28.8 m SO, and (g-i) 57.6 m SO. The tunnel is marked by the bull’s eye and located at station 1170.

Figure 6. (a) BASW image for the 36.6 m SOYuma field data with
multiple linear signatures. (b) Correlation diagram denoting several
POI (peaks) including the tunnel at station 1058. (c) Interpreted
BASW image with POI (the slanted white lines that follow linear
data trends) and project from the peaks of the correlation diagram
(or their midpoints) and the true tunnel location (bull’s-eye). The
vertical parallel lines represent wells that are offset perpendicularly
from the line by approximately 10 m.
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7a, an interpreter would eliminate all POI other than the tunnel lo-
cation (the station numbers are not consistent).
A final land-streamer data set was recorded with a 24.4 m SO

over a clandestine 6.4 m deep tunnel in Afghanistan and analyzed
using the amplitude-threshold correlation approach (Figure 7b). The
tunnel anomaly is similar to the previous instances with the peak
shifted two stations from the known location at station 3995. Like
the synthetic data, the correlation diagram exhibits two peaks,
whose projections nicely bound the tunnel backscatter. Side lobes
seem to occur with some frequency. With clear anomaly boundaries,

side-lobe interpretation is straightforward — we interpret the
“leading edge” of the backscatter as the anomaly location, and
the secondary peak corresponds to the “back end” of the wavetrain
and a lateral loss of signature amplitude. Blurred transition zones
will make interpretation more difficult. Review of other sites should
resolve whether these lobes may be used as significant discrimina-
tors or are a random quality of the study group.
The BASW routine is next augmented with spectral analysis and

modal correlation. Returning to the Yuma data at the 36.6 m SO, the
BASW amplitude spectra are calculated and then correlated (Fig-
ure 8a). The directional derivatives of the amplitude spectra are cor-
related in the final breakdown (Figure 8b). Transforming to the
frequency domain gave a dramatic increase in lateral resolution
and a reduction in false positives. The triad of squiggle, spectral,
and spectral derivative correlation diagrams (Figures 6 and 8)
led to a singular POI corresponding with the tunnel location. This
multiplicity provides an integrated interpretation honoring the am-
plitude, frequency, and dispersive character of the data set.
Obtaining these attribute analyses resulted in coincident data sets
that independently verified the tunnel location, while eliminating
the need for parallel or dual-incident seismic surveying.

Amplitude cube and wavefield separation

Moving to another test site, 3D visualization and multimode
BASW highlight wavefield separation. A land-streamer survey
crossed perpendicularly over a horizontally dug, 3 m deep tunnel
with a 14.6 m SO. The amplitude cube gives a one-sided signature

Figure 7. (a) BASW image and the correlation diagram optimized
using amplitude thresholding at the Yuma tunnel site set at a differ-
ent lateral location and collected with a 29.3 m SO (versus Figure 6).
(b) BASW image and amplitude-threshold correlation diagram for a
clandestine tunnel in Afghanistan. Again, tunnel locations are de-
tailed by the bulls’ eyes.

Figure 8. Following from the Yuma data in Figure 6. (a) Correlation
diagram of the fundamental and HM amplitude spectra. (b) Corre-
lation diagram of the spectral derivatives. In comparison with the
squiggle correlation diagram of Figure 6, frequency-based calcula-
tions resulted in a dramatic increase in lateral resolution.
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with a low-amplitude zone (Figure 9a) opposing a high-amplitude
anomaly (Figure 9b). The anomaly can be traced across common
offset with an apparent moveout emanating from the tunnel at sta-
tion 1018. The lateral variation in velocity structure results in a
somewhat haphazard common-offset slice, although this complex-
ity does not overshadow the tunnel signature.
Interestingly, our first revelation was the dominance of the for-

ward-propagating wave within the amplitude cube (Figure 10a).
The high-amplitude signature is not a backscatter (receiver-to-
source propagation); it is a disruption of the forward-propagating
surface wave (source-to-receiver propagation) and is decimated
by a forward f-k filter (Figure 10b). Combining forward- and re-
verse-source rolls increases the coherence and linearity of geologic
events, while aiding interpretation with semisymmetrical coinci-
dence of the tunnel signatures (Figure 10c).
Applying this information to the classic BASW technique, we

fashioned mode-specific f-k mutes and FV-LMOs to accentuate
individual scatter events of the 3 m tunnel with a shorter SO of
7.3 m (Figure 11). The scattered loci of the multimode BASW im-
ages are spread across several stations (i.e., 1018−1021). Relatively

small adjustments to the correction velocity (<10% Cω) would cor-
rect this; however, the authors wished to show the deviation
common with field surveys given a subjective dispersion interpre-
tation. Similar to the 3D visualization results, a dominant portion of
the scattered energy resides in the forward-propagating wavefield.
This fundamental-mode phenomenon was enhanced with an HM
f-k filter and an HM FV-LMO (Figure 11b). Adding a fundamental
f-kmute decimates the signal and reinforces our interpretation (Fig-
ure 11c). The refractive deflection of the forward-propagating fun-
damental mode deviates less than 10% Cω from the phase velocity
of the undisturbed wave. It lies within the tapered envelope of the
mode-specific fundamental f-k mute. Integrating forward- and re-
verse-direction rolls illustrates the close relationship between the
BASW image and the amplitude-cube scheme (Figure 11d).

Figure 9. Amplitude cube for a field data set more than a 3 m deep
tunnel with a signature that includes (a) a shadow zone opposite
(b) a high-amplitude tunnel anomaly. Artifacts are apparent at
the edges of the common-offset slices. They are a product of poor
receiver coverage and/or fold for the particular offset-receiver pairs.

Figure 10. Amplitude cube comparing the (a) full-wavefield and
(b) primarily backscattered energy. (c) At a farther-offset slice with
integrated forward- and reverse-source rolls, we retrieve a semisym-
metrical event emanating from the tunnel location.
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Complex BASW

Finally, instantaneous-amplitude analysis is incorporated into the
BASW routine. We look at two data sets including a clandestine
example and a test site. To demonstrate a range of investigation
depth, we review geographically dispersed tunnels as deep as
22 m in unconsolidated sediments. The complex BASW results
again use forward- and reverse-acquisition to highlight semisym-
metrical signatures.
Starting with the 3 m test site with the 7.3 m SO data, the complex

BASWapproach depicts a lateral discontinuity at the tunnel location
at station 1018 (Figure 12a). The signature manifests as a shift in the
seismic horizons of the image. The velocity structure will ultimately
dictate the trend, but an inverted “V” is a prominent discriminator
that follows the interpretations of the amplitude-cube findings (Fig-
ure 10c) and classic BASW imaging (Figure 11d). Our next case is a
clandestine tunnel at 22 m deep (Figure 12b). The data set was col-
lected with an 1 m geophone spacing, a one-station source roll, and
a fixed 72-channel spread. The complex BASW image is remark-
ably similar to the previous example. Amplitude trends are compa-

rable across the two results, matching the structural horizons and
lateral amplitude deviations.

DISCUSSION

Although processing was not tuned to enhance tunnel signatures
over that of the background, the tunnel locations and depths were
known for all the examples given. A detailed analysis of survey
notes and raw gathers should always play a role in the evaluation
of POI. These are used for classifying known anomalies (false pos-
itives) and providing a preliminary interpretive tool for POI. For
instance, a booming backscatter signature across multiple shot gath-
ers should be explained; but, a visual signature on shot gathers is not
required or expected during an operational survey or to verify an-
other method’s results. Similarly, a priori information on an anom-
aly’s general depth or location will not steer processing in one
direction or another, initially. Every survey is approached with
the same tunnel-detection toolkit, and after an exhaustive parameter
optimization, all POI are cataloged. Only then may a priori infor-
mation be used to guide processing and the production of auxiliary

data sets. With classic BASWmethods, FV-LMO
frequency bands may be used to enhance rela-
tively deeper (lower frequency) or shallower
(higher frequency) events following the depth-
of-penetration relationship of SWM. Such char-
acterizations will usually elevate known trends
through S/N and coherence enhancements that
help interpretation. Actually characterizing an
anomaly’s depth is still subjective and outside
the scope of these methods beyond vague and
imprecise estimates that are not universally ac-
cepted.
This work does not promote a strict compari-

son of methods across every site. That is inten-
tional and stems from the reality that many
methods will fail, sometimes completely, in
detecting anomalies at certain locations. POI
confidence levels do gain more support given
a multimethod agreement, but we cannot always
depend on such unambiguous reinforcement.
There is no one-size-fits-all solution, and we fol-
low the “all-for-one and one-for-all” mentality in
which each method stands alone, but may sup-
port the others, increasing the probable detection
of anomalies.
Appreciable surface-wave dispersion will re-

sult in dissimilar patterns of propagation based
on the individual frequency components (wave-
lengths) of each excited surface-wave mode.
Given their discrete velocity-propagation charac-
teristics, each modal wavefield may be described
by separate dispersion curves. With proper cou-
pling of the anomaly and the various modes of
the dispersive wavetrain, our results verify that
the inclusion of a lateral discontinuity in a “dis-
persive model,” or a velocity model that excites
appreciable surface-wave dispersion, will gener-
ate correspondingly dispersive scatters. This is
implied by the discrete imaging of the scatterer
using a discrete FV-LMO and a multimode

Figure 11. Wavefield separation using mode-specific f-k mutes and variable FV-LMOs
with classic BASW. From top to bottom: (a) standard processing using a fundamental
f-k mute and a fundamental FV-LMO, (b) HM f-k mute and an HM FV-LMO, (c) fun-
damental and HM f-k mute(s) with an HM FV-LMO, and (d) a forward and reverse line
merged into one routine with an HM f-k mute and an HM FV-LMO. The white vertical
line is the approximate tunnel location (station 1018). Seismic squiggle traces overlay
instantaneous-amplitude transforms to enhance dynamic changes in amplitude and
bandwidth.
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BASW processing scheme that generates multimode BASW images
(Figure 4). This is, of course, a generalization as each site’s surface-
wave excitation and modal interaction with an anomaly will vary.
The geometric sampling analysis (Figure 5) suggests shorter off-

sets, or a combination of longer offsets and longer spread lengths,
optimizes anomaly interpretation, at least for this site. We speculate
that in real-world settings, the S/N loss with increased offsets and
superimposed scattering events would likely reduce the apparent
benefit of longer spread lengths and their increased fold. We
note that both Yuma surveys fall between Figure 5d and 5g, had
convoluted anomaly signatures, and still performed well when
using the correlation analysis. In comparison with geometric sam-
pling effects, this study suggests the accuracy of the velocity cor-
rection plays a stronger role in influencing the axis crossing of
anomalies.
The Yuma tunnel was professionally surveyed to a known loca-

tion of �1 station. The Afghani tunnel was not surveyed, but was
reported as within 1 m of station 3995 (approximately �1 station).
These uncertainties put peak correlation values within �1 station of
the tunnels. BASW correlation reduced the subjectivity of inferring
the axis crossing, and added additional attribute analysis to identify
higher confidence POI.
With the application of individual FV-LMO velocity corrections,

changes in velocity structure across offset will result in relative
shifts of the linear projection of scatters. We heavily rely upon
the choice of representative curves because they will influence
the interpreted location of anomalies. Our uncertainty analysis (Fig-
ure 4) reinforces this concept. Where the true velocity correction
will place the leading edge of the signature at the tunnel location,
errors in the FV-LMO will shift the apparent location of an anomaly
to higher or lower stations. A seasoned processor may be able to
interpret these fluctuations by analyzing multimode BASW images,
but accurate velocity characterization remains essential with corre-
lation analysis and a multimode BASW scheme. Furthermore, it is
worth mentioning that the correlation technique may not be appli-
cable to all survey locations. Correlation analysis is contingent upon
HM generation, which may be absent or laterally inconsistent in
certain environments.
An in-depth synthetic modeling campaign would be needed to

assess the resolving power of these techniques in different structural
domains and in the presence of anomaly clusters. When multiple
anomalies exist laterally, they will superimpose and destructively
interfere using SWM techniques. The severity of the interference
caused by multiple anomalies will be affected by their size, shape,
lateral and vertical separation, geometric sampling, the geologic
model and surface-wave excitation, and the relation of the anoma-
lies in reference to a geologic structure. Strong lateral-velocity
variation may also provide significant challenges to anomaly detec-
tion even with the proposed station-by-station FV-LMO processing
scheme.
The amplitude cube allows a quick and efficient solution in in-

terpreting seismic phenomena relative to background structure. The
division of the seismic wavetrain into the offset and receiver do-
mains emphasizes variations not easily seen on shot gathers or
BASW images alone. The amplitude cube clearly demonstrates that
scatterers appear as multiple, time-lagged events separated across
offset slices. We image a frequency-dependent phenomenon corre-
sponding to the multimode generation, particle motion, and disper-
sive coherence (i.e., interference, mode separation in time and phase

velocity, etc.) of the forward-propagating wavefield at the anoma-
lous interface. Differential sampling of the surface wave, with rel-
atively near or far offsets, will result in dynamic recordings of
irregular responses. However, the 3 m deep tunnel was showcased
across two different SOs with no negative consequences.
Interpretations extend from the common-offset and common-

receiver domains of the amplitude cube. The common-offset slices
are the primary anomaly discriminator due to the relatively smaller
distortion apparent on common-receiver slices. Collecting longer
offsets allows for more time separation between individual wave
phenomena (i.e., direct, refracted, and surface-wave modes), which
makes it easier to interpret anomalous signatures on common-offset
slices. At some inflection point, near offsets will result in wave
superposition and hamper anomaly detection. The common-
receiver slices are secondary to anomaly interpretation, but primary
for background-wavefield interpretation. The dynamic switching
between both domains offers great insight into local wave-propa-
gation characteristics.
As with classic BASW, the wavefield may be manipulated, sep-

arated, and imaged in mode-specific units with the complex BASW
method. Research suggests that the complex BASW images are
more or less shifted in time with increasing linear moveout correc-
tions (Figure 13). This last data set was acquired with a 21.9 m SO
using the land streamer with only one pass over the 3 m

Figure 12. Complex BASW images comparing two different veloc-
ity regimes and anomaly depths combining forward- and reverse-
acquisition schemes. (a) The test tunnel at 3 m deep and (b) the
clandestine tunnel at 22 m deep. White circles and text denote both
tunnel locations. Note the strikingly similar signatures for both im-
ages (black boxes).
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tunnel. Although not advised, running the gamut from fundamental
Rayleigh wave to P-wave correction velocities essentially allows
faster earlier time events to sum into the receiver stack integrating
the full-seismic wavefield. Initial studies show that overestimating
the velocity correction may exaggerate the vertical separation of the
anomaly signature, aiding its identification.
Quantitative amplitude analysis must consider the multimode

nature of the forward-propagating surface wave and the scattered
wavefield. Mode separation is critical to correctly delineate the vari-
ous coherent signals emanating from lateral discontinuities. Estima-
tion of the attenuation field in the presence of mode interference will
lead to biased, contaminated results. Although they may provide
supplementary information, measurements may be more related
to mode excitation and interference patterns, rather than mode-spe-
cific anomaly responses. Careful filter design, specifically phase-
velocity width and tapering, must seek a balance between one
mode’s removal and another’s continuity. With closely spaced
phase-velocity relationships, mode-superposition dispersion char-
acteristics may negate filtering altogether. Conversely, in the
absence of a dispersive regime, or HM generation, these categorical
characterizations are unnecessary.
At its basic interpretation, our methods are imaging velocity

variation across a site. The anomalies that are present in the com-
plex BASW images represent deviations from the background
velocity. If these changes were related to large-scale fluctuations,

rather than local heterogeneities, it would be improbable for them
to manifest consistently and symmetrically over purpose-built tun-
nels. A survey-wide velocity variation should also be found during
the preliminary velocity-characterization phase of each analysis.
Similarly, if part of a global trend, the various horizons of the image
should fluctuate together. If we reevaluate Figure 13a, we have the
linearly consistent background velocity trend along time zero and
the anomalous tunnel signature that deviates from that relatively flat
horizon. Moving to the higher velocity correction and filtered im-
age, we can interpret a relatively smoothly varying velocity-struc-
ture change in Figure 13c. There, the horizon varies smoothly from
approximately 50 to 75 ms from left to right. That is in stark contrast
to the tunnel anomaly that varies from approximately 100 ms to
greater than 200 ms across the survey line (Figure 13b).
Near-surface applications, such as seismic hazard analysis or en-

gineering site characterization, often focus on the upper 30 m of a
site (e.g., VS 30). With highly energetic sources, and relatively
longer SOs and/or geophone separation, we may increase the depth
of investigation. This is necessary for areas where survey require-
ments extend much deeper from tens to hundreds of meters.
Anomaly shape and size is much more variable. Common tunnels
average 1m × 1m. Dissolution cavities may be smaller than this or
orders of magnitude larger. Fault studies reveal extremely sharp lat-
eral discontinuities and also usually deal with much larger cross-
sectional areas in the order of tens to hundreds of meters square.

Having focused on smaller anomalies, we are op-
timistic that these procedures may also be ap-
plied to larger scale studies.

CONCLUSIONS

Our investigations highlight SWMs in the de-
tection of anomalies with emphasis on tunnels.
Most avenues of research were adapted from
the classic BASWmethod. The use of multimode
FV-LMOs in combination with surgical f-k mut-
ing for mode separation is seen as a major inno-
vation of this study. In addition, the sampling
shown here indicates correlation of BASW im-
ages enhances the localization of a void in
unconsolidated media. Complex BASW and
the 3D amplitude cube added attribute analysis
to further differentiate the seismic wavefield
and offer alternative imaging methods.
Correlation acts as a complementary attribute

to the BASW image versus a stand-alone prod-
uct. With this approach, we begin to move to-
ward a quantitative, objective measurement
versus a visual inspection. Future correlation re-
search should resolve the current method’s lack
of robustness with outlier susceptibility and regu-
larization. Moving beyond the current limitations
of band-limited FV-LMO approximations, spec-
tral decomposition methods could further define
frequency-specific effects that are relatable to the
depth of an anomaly. Moreover, nonlinear corre-
lation of the time variables may be more appro-
priate given the sinusoidal nature of seismic
waves. Finally, a more constrained or quantifi-
able justification for bin width is also proposed

Figure 13. Correction-velocity comparison and wavefield separation with complex
BASW analysis of the 3 m deep test tunnel with a 21.9 m SO and a unidirectional roll.
From top to bottom: (a) fundamental correction velocity with full-wavefield standard
analysis comparable with Figure 12a, (b) HM correction with full wavefield, and
(c) HM correction with fundamental mute. A fundamental mute destroys the high-
amplitude tunnel signature, as previously discussed with the other BASW techniques.
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as the current procedure balances resolution and smoothness in a
purely subjective manner.
Complex BASW uses the sensitivity of the instantaneous-ampli-

tude attribute to enhance the BASW technique. This treatment in-
creases the robustness of the classic method by eliminating the need
for f-k filtering of the forward-propagating wavefield and reducing
the dependency of the analysis on velocity-correction accuracy. An
avenue for future study is the coherence, slope, and amplitude varia-
tion along horizons of interest in the complex BASW images. At
present, the method seems most responsive to the interference,
and deflection, of the forward-propagating wavefield impinging
on a subsurface anomaly. We hypothesize the complex attribute’s
success may be manifested in the conversion of phase to group char-
acteristics. Further research is needed to judge the value of using the
group properties of surface waves for anomaly detection.
In their present state, our SWMs have performed well and show

promise in discovering near-surface anomalies. Our techniques re-
liably located tunnel voids at depths from 3 to 22 m. The BASW
method lends itself to diversification, including the new ad-
vancements:

1) multimode BASW imaging and mode separation
2) BASW correlation analysis
3) instantaneous-amplitude integration
4) amplitude-cube visualization
5) complex BASW.

This expansion of the classic method provides an important leap
forward for our investigations. We believe a multifaceted surface-
wave evaluation would be a valuable addition to any anomaly-de-
tection suite for geohazard assessment, security operations, and
geologic characterization.
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